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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) has given powerful models for diagnosis, using huge patient data with increased precision in a dynamic
manner. It poses ethical challenges in terms of patient safety, privacy, responsibility for decisions taken and confidentiality. These
machine based learning ‘black boxes’ may seriously jeopardize
the traditional Hippocratic ethical principles of doctor patient relationship. It is essential for politicians, policy makers, legislators
and regulatory bodies to meet out ethical challenges pertaining
to the use of AI in healthcare if opportunities offered by the new
technology can be used in benefit of patient without compromising ethical medical practice. The paper enumerates ethical challenges for this emerging machine based decision making.
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Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a collection of technologies using algorithms and computer software to emulate human cognition in analysis
of wide complicated data. Its application in health care is for peruse and
accurate intervention for patients cure [1,2].
The historical developments can be traced back to 1960’s when ‘Dendral’[3], the earliest problem solving program was developed followed
by MYCIN [4]; which was the first platform using AI in health care setting. In 1990’s, ‘Bayesian networks’ and ‘artificial neural networks’ were
applied to add on to AI in health care [5,6].
In brief, AI uses machine learning algorithms which recognize patterns
in behavior and create their own logic. It is essential that these developed algorithms are tested repeatedly and validated before they are applied in any field. When we see health care sector they have been used
in diagnostics, in development of treatment protocols, drug development and monitoring of patient care. AI brings on board medical and
information technology (IT) in a complimentary fashion. The world renowned health care services like The Mayo clinic from US and National
Health Services (NHS) of UK along with techno giants like IBM and
Google have developed AI algorithms for health care [7-10].
The recent literature has been obsessed with the utilitarian advantages
of AI application in health care. Some of the advantages include devel-

opment of radiological tools, meeting out deficiency of skilled radiologists and ultrasonic’ s technicians by using AI for chest X-ray screenings. AI has been used in keeping electronic health records, in analysis
of pathological images, antibiotic resistance, medical devices and immunotherapy in cancer patients, as a risk predictor and in day to day
monitoring of vital parameters of body by wearable personnel devices.
It also finds application in genomic sequencing databases, faster data
collection, and data processing and enhanced add on precision of robot
assisted surgery [11-18].
A lot of emphasis has been given on application of AI in developing
countries where there is scarcity of trained health care persons or doctors. It is hypothesized that AI could reduce outsourcing and therefore
could improve health care facilities.
This technology poses ethical challenges in terms of patient’s privacy,
safety and preferences which in the absence of current regulations and
policies could jeopardize the pillars of medical ethics autonomy, beneficence, non-malfeasance, justice, confidentiality and principles of
informed consent. AI application in health care setting cannot be done
in hasty hay wire manner rather calls for reframing the basics of medical education. Legal issues like malpractice and product liability also
needs to be settled. At the most AI can impact delivery of care to patients but the black box could eliminate human element or a doctor in
the process [19,20].
The major limitation of AI is explained ability, huge data requirement
and transferability. The machine learning algorithms known as ‘black
box’ make decisions on the basis of huge number of connections so it
becomes difficult to human mind how and on what basis decision was
arrived. It creates problem of bias and questions reliability. The neural
network requires large volume data for training and this at times can be
a limitation in application of AI [21].
Doctor patient relationship is a bond that needs faith and interaction.
The patient treatment is on holistic approach, tailored for each one taking into account patient wishes based on shared decision making. An
automated system undermines the basic of communication with patient, where one to one patient contact, facial expressions, voice and
other nonverbal signs are not intercepted by machine making the process highly mechanical and emotionless without human contact adding
to patient’s loneliness and despair. The other ethical issues like reliance
on decision making ‘black box’ by doctors, responsibility of taking
stress in care also mushroom up with AI application. In case where AI
harms the patient or there is disagreement between doctor and AI who
will be perceived right is again an ethical dilemma [22].
The day to day increase of wearable health device although promotes
patient’s own health ownership and support but could add to their anxiety as well [23].
Gaining trust on AI in healthcare application is a daunting task. There
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are no nationally agreed guidelines on standard of quality of AI devices.
Once AI gets incorporated into system, patient issue, pricing and profit
sharing issues will crop up. The younger generation more acceptances
to AI will lead to two tiered health care system-younger population relying on AI and older population on traditional doctors. In such scenario, do we be able to give choice to patients for opting between doctor
and AI? These are contentious issues that have to be addressed before
full throttle of AI is applied in healthcare.
Who shall be responsible for wrong that occurs in course of algorithm
decisions? The clinician, health care organizers, policy makers or AI
developer. Accountability for decision making by AI remains an ethical
issue [23].
Machine based algorithms outside health care are criticized for discrimination based on race, gender, age and religion [24]. In training,
data is obtained by voluntary consent from participants, who at times
will be those who have given informed consent for their data use; this
might result in underrepresentation of low socioeconomic strata or representative population of developing countries [25]. Do clinicians can
rely on decision making abilities of AI that have emerged out of data
from developed nations based on their subset of population which is
different from the population where AI is applied will it not result in
bias, inequality or unfairness [26].
The use of data has to abide by European 2018 General data protection
Regulation (GDPR), it raises concerns for maintainenece of confidentiality of patient data [27]. Does the value of wider society of data about
a person’s health triumph an individual right to withdraw consent for
it’s use. After all the one who owns data the patient (source), the system (the collector) or the developer, is the question that remains unanswered [28].

rights over technology are some of the unanswered questions companies possessing the intellectual property ownership have to think [31].
A successful AI would improve clinical efficiency as doctors will then
be able to delegate non-human tasks and could spare time for more
meaningful works. The decision supporting tools will enhance doctors’
confidence in managing clinical uncertainty. The caveat is medico legal
position of such decisions. It could well demean the profession and also
affect job satisfaction as there is reduction in social element of consultation [32]. One of the major long term effects on health care delivery
system could be two tiered health care. The wealthy having access to
the best AI healthcare as their deep pockets will enable them to afford.
The uncommon diseases could be under diagnosed using AI. Will the
western countries share technology with developing countries coupled
with funding problems might curtail benefits of AI [33].
AI has a long way to go, as on now it appears to be a two edged sword.
The policymakers, legislators, politicians, clinicians and ethicists need
to formulate a feasible blue print looking around each aspect and predicted outcome of AI in healthcare so that the future generations could
reap benefits of AI eliminating the harm [34].
There is no doubt that potential obstacles await every road of innovation that mandates man and machine, what needs to be guarded is the
way by which professionals and industrial governance make it success.
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